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Return of Moses
Kenya grows all of the Roses, for Europe.

Where’s all the carrots, tomatoes and spuds come from?
They have the badness in them, some let it out, some don’t!

 “My blood’s not for sale!” ‘The restoration of original splendour’
“A play, a mission, from the deep, dark recesses of my mind!”

Six bullets in your head, happening every day in the Ireal world!
Holistic doctors self-suiciding; live in a conspiracy land by denying it!

‘Shot to death for saying that the Super Bowl was rigged!’
“They’ll be making a shekel out of it somewhere”

*
Life Is Fun

One million seconds is 17 minutes, one billion seconds is 17 days.
 $one trillion is 17,000 years; needed to spend it at $1 per second’.
 “I’ve seen some pretty realistic, Robot models ~ might marry one!”
True Love Instagram ~ something to live for, motivation, inspiration.

“I won’t be able to get out of bed one of these days!”
 20,000 Starfish washed up on the beach ~ 

throwing them back into the sea!
*

Thrill drilling in a hot hole
The more happily married you are the more bangles you got in India.
  “The thrill is gone, the spell is gone, I like to live the Love,” King.

Putting a man on the moon is not Rocket science!
 “When you’re off your head time means nothing”
You go with your feeling, you’re not in control.
The boy’s marriage was arranged; it’s awful! 

He lives in his father’s house as a slave.
The Dalai Lama was furious! Really?
“Wearing my bindi to the market”
 “I can’t believe, I can’t believe ~

In the Truth!”
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Pure Madness
Playing with the Beast!

“You can play with the Beast”
You have to take your own responsibility.

“No Tragic, Magic plan man; which is good”
*

Wear and Tears
The world is full of single mothers now.

Be here now ~ the right place at the right time.
You are governed by your sub-consciousness ~

“It’s wet already, Yeah, I’m a pro, don’t you know?”
Just be open to enjoy

*
El legitimo sombrero

Laws, legalise applying only to those within their society.
It’s Commercial, Maritime, Not to natural persons!

Balls in Space ~ filling our heads with rocks!
Did the Jesuits create the Koran, he asked?
They hide all those things in plain sight ~

“At the end of the day it’s about chemistry!”
*

‘All for One * One for All’
Elves created Ayurvedic before the Indians.
What am I gonna do with myself, right now?
‘Casting dark spells of Concealment on you’

“They’re driving all the people indoors mate!”
‘Bloods thicker than water, bloods thinner than gold’
How did they ever think they could take on a dragon?

“I met a lot of witches”. “I know I married one” he said.
Made the Antidote for the most dangerous nerve agent!

When did we let the Devil become more powerful than us?
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In the basket
When that Mental content is out of there,
then there is the dark matter Space ~ only.
Angels ~ they’re living in God’s golden light.

Whatever makes money, that’s a basic program!
You can have anything, words are magic spells ~

‘No Chillum Smokers’, sign in a Munchies hangout!
 “Has she got some Guru working on her head?”

Down and dirty! “Acid in the Well”
*

Baby Pink Stars beyond Gravities of Mars.
“There’s someone in my head, but it’s not me”

They made us think that it really, really matters…
Even though you feel ~ mystical sounds of silence.

You’re on a spiritual path ~ spirals glowing, in her hair.
Hallucinations, Magic-realism, haiku, super naturalness ~
thinking, Zen decoding, Intellectual Associations, secrets,

conceptions, polarities, dualities, projections of extremities.
Ultra Yin*Yanging comets burning in the celestial firmament.

It’s just consciousness being infinitely conscious ~
Illumination of your Mind not limitation * elimination.

Absolutely stormin’ unpredictable, that’s where it lives.
Horns in the head, Incandescent flames can cross over

Infra-landscapes of Relativity and Psychedelia Cosmica ~
Abstractions between your smiling, open wet lips, rosy cheeks,

caressing, gripping thighs, bio-electro-magnetism, sparkling Love.
Meteors arise inside her eyes, sublimely, aiming through your heart.
Venus, she has perfect peaches ~ diamond stardust, twinkling auras.
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The Divine Rights of Angels
Corrupted the whole system to suit themselves.

Interpreting the Law making them into Kings & Queens!
When I came out of the black years and for a while…

It might have been even longer than that.
The Government is a Trustee of my estate.

I’m the Executor, beneficiary, I’m God’s child!
The judge is working for the Crown’s deception.

The Government considers you legally, as a dead person.
Certified, born as a Slave ~ You come to life as a Living Man

*
 Vision * Quests

Ethereal Cosmos ~ in tune with Earth
Participation, everyone shares in the Akashi domain.

Macro-micro-doses, remembering everything existing ~
Supernovas from the furthest light year, white dwarf stars

into the deepest dimensions of the heart.
Who has to pay for Joy?

You make your own reality, every moment,
together, transmutation ~ Trance, free Party.
Coming out whirling in the moment, dancing,

going back to her Original, primal juices
*

Charge of Heart * Change of System
“The noblest victor is he who would conquer himself, 

rather than defeat 100,000 men in battle.”  Dhammapada 103.
“Conquer enmity with amity, evil with good, conquer miserliness

with charity and falsehood with truth.”  Dhammapada 222
Conquest through Dhamma, not extremely painful slaughter!
Devotion to a Universal Monarch, Full Heart, Supreme Space.

A being’s salvation lies, in one’s own Universal hands ~
Come in as a caterpillar ~ transmutate into a lovely butterfly
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Spacebot in My Spirit Zone
“And he was such a nice kid” - “Welcome, to the Machine!”
“They had to sell their Souls to the Company, Robot Store”

Feeling Am I Mad, turning my back on a woman begging,
with her child! Give me some balm, of that escapist kiss.

Give us all sweet mercy, from feeling Dhamma’s bliss.
Some more Mystic Nirvana ~ Please help your self!

“We don’t need any Forced Control”  XXXXX factors.
All in All just other Cosmic Atoms * inner Dimension.

Feeling inside, my transcendental suit of Amour
*

I'm doing
whatever people like me do

around Kathmandu ~
just take 1kg. of good hash

and fly to Annapurna.
Take a trek to the meadows

of Rhododendrons
listen to her falling streams.

*
Amusing Twitching Emerald Forests

Intensified human neuroses and stresses ~
through multi-colored Wizardry’s, crystal lenses.

Sailing across, abstract pure white horizons.
Her father was a Shaman ~

Her mother was a gorgeous Sorceress
Her lover was a perfect connectivity
Amazing jet green eyes’ expression.

Her child a beautiful, natural creation 
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What does nature think of you Sakyamuni?
Did Nature take You in Krishna?
Are You Into true Nature Jesus?

Being as Buddha, alive under the Banyan tree. 
It is or it isn’t (important)

to think you’re a part of nature ~
Your thoughts; but that nature

thinks it’s a part
of you

*
 Divine Starburst

“The Illusion is Real, just we Identify with it.” Cause, reaction ~
Atomic galactic, central fusion; “don’t leave home without one”

The eight directions of ‘A Pedigree Party Yogi’
Sees right through it, ‘Soul Food’ “be who…  I am”

That Sweet Heart ~ who went through Hell (for you!).
Found it existing in the body & Mind. Changing Image ~
To a good guy, keeping the bombs out of your backyard!

Told when to Jump ~ all the strong cells survived the weak.
*

Frangipani Preference
You are a shiny Star, Golden frequency existing in primal Space
Knowing that you can go out of your Mind and come back fine ~
“I always had the Impression he would become a crazy lunatic!"

Ebbing, flowing real Cosmic Ocean ~ Transcendentalism of Limits.
“It’s so random, doesn’t feel like you’re in any subliminal Program!”
It even contains apparent sounds and smells of the kelp, seaweed.

Sweet sticky, perfume, slowly oozing from inside a great Banyan tree.
Visions of Galactic Obelisks standing in many shimmering lakes ~ Spiritually.

Your touch and kisses ~ torrents of warm nectar flowing on my fingers.
Feeling Life ~ dripping Honey!
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Love*Land
I live where I feel there is the most Freedom ~

Absolutely, why wouldn’t you? Open, freedom brings Love.
It takes Time to become Aware as a Renaissance person,

to develop the insights, wisdom, the skill, the Compassion,
refine understanding and let it be true, as Loving Kindness.
Accept this highest journey, be chilled out, love yourself ~
 on your way to becoming one frequency as a Cosmic Lotus 

*
‘Spirit in Sun’ ~ Sub*atomic fields of Archady are forever

Bacchus’ Banquet, Dionysus’ vineyards, Diana’s forest glade,
Delphi’s pools, springs and streams, Cupid’s meadows
under Venus’ starry cloak, Orpheus’ Cosmic sound ~
impregnates Flora’s shimmering, intoxicating elixir.

*
Generia ~ Full Power Shake

It’s All in the modern Mall, nano-homosapbots.
If you don’t want to be part of it - The Machine

don’t complain, does what its programmed to do.
Found you in a Marriage chapel, soaking in the rain.

“Welcome to Death Row” - just waiting to die! Here now.
“They became pigs and they’ve become better Prisoners.
The Long arm of the by-law! Deciding on the style of sty ~
That’s when relationships are great, no need of lawyers!

They used that child as a Sledgehammer against You”
“If Americans can’t Park, they’re not going…

that’s what people want; Free Choice ~ ”
“Making a compelling, better Idea”
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Unrequited Adoration ~ It’s Not that your Wanting!
Transmigration is not like a balloon ~ floating from life to life.
Mindful ~ Mindless in a Theatre of Illusion, dreaming it all up.

Entirely afraid of being hooked on something, their egos caught,
they don’t want to have any Identification with anyone, anymore.
Running away from themselves, only want a laugh and to be funky!
She can’t focus the Ficus on something, she’d need to go too deep ~

she’d then have to Reflect ~ not getting for herself, all of that Attention!
Dumped, she can’t hold it up; Narcissism is in her outrageous Freedom! 

Two sentences then she had to run away. Take flight or fight selfish egoist?
You don’t even want to Identify with them… they’re so addicted.
In drug fueled, carnal intercourse, lost your K. Hole Connection!
Blanking out ~ harder to keep in a relationship, a commitment.
Is any Quality there, to Live it, to experience it? You miss out…

your possibility of going deeper, living in MDMA’s infatuation trap.
Don’t want to go in deep INTIMACY ~ Where do you want to go?

A stone is beautiful too ~ not only responding to the Superficiality.
You are All what you give to Yourself ~ Just wanting to be a Good
Human, is it being naïve, is she being too friendly as a hot chick?

Lighting straw fires, big intense flames; burnt down super quickly!
Sucking up everything, jump on; she didn’t promise you anything!

Making friends now ~ as it is, not how You would like it to be mate.
It doesn’t mean that further down it won’t be happy in Arambubble!

We’re not attached to it, so there’s No reflection ~ Psyche seeds.
A good friend but not a Lover ~ Stop desire, conditioning racing ~
She’s having a Rebirth ~ burning everything with all of the chains!
Phoenixes rise from the flames, her streaming dynamic energies.
She’s resonating telekinesis with the place ~ Glowing, growing.

The flame’s kindled, don’t get caught into thinking anything else!
Here to experience the joy, the joy of being Open, loving you ~
Under the Honey pot ~ tripped over, picked it up, now, Look!

“Get over yourself man!” ~ bringing it down to Earth, LIFE
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Flying south by wounded wings or poetic beat
What is this light to be ~ 

just a light * allowed to light Love 
in the perfumed chambers of a Pharaoh’s daughter. 

Is this oasis really the creative, natural spring 
of these two, migrating black and white swans ~

Are we only ~ till the wind south blows this space?
The waltz is in my head ~ sound of the Blue Danube.

Yes, music sings to my inner cell; where art thou, Sunny?
Well, abstraction, did you drive me to utter despair ~

or are you truly the Ivanhoe of my future bliss?
Is that at all possible?

Besides that, is the quality real?
Does Camelot exist really ~

Did I just pull out the magic sword Excalibur, Merlin;
even though I am weaker, so much, with no more energy?

Is my real strength, here now, only indulging in tomorrow ~
Complete sorrow is what type of dessert?

*
Yes I see the waltzing Sunny ~

Hip, hippie, trippy hooray, don’t be scared…
Don’t we believe in Knights in shining amour,
in Kings and Queens, in battles and Victories? 

Yes.
Dearest family 

I am alone in the dessert ~ completely
The Sun has burnt me crisp!

 I am crying to the eagles and the clouds.
Here I am, after so much ~ so much, Sunny.
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Here I am scorched, the horizon seems as
 an illusion, apparition, the chimera of life ~
There is no water, no fresh spring, no green.

Yes there is ~Yes there is!
There is Life * Univeral Life inside Space,
there is the Oasis with coolest fragrances,

palm fronds blowing in the gentlest breeze.
If I finally discover it, will I die by this Oasis?
Where are the caravans of precious beauty,

that I’ve travelled with across oceans of sand;
is it only an hallucination, fleeting mirage too?
Love I am thirsty, I am so afraid of the storm.

Which way can I go to feel the dawn ~
Dearest Sun, bright, golden and warm, 

is my pain only nostalgia’s wet tear drop?
   *  *  *

Primitive Cum * Sweet Stars
Witness it ~ living it ~ being it. Gazing at Luna’s hot landscapes.
Right Context; It’s allowing through creative Language ~ poetry.
People getting them to transcend ~ giving them the experience

of shattering all illusions, their fantasies and delusions and fears.
Going over edges, through any limits, breaking Idols and taboos.
Showing them divine, blissful feminine, climaxing makes it real;
you touch the same sublime, hard core, erotic, sexual ecstasy.
Full on Primal light will take you through your Cosmic Avatars.
Altruistic, multi*dimensional * multi*Orgasms will pull you up ~
Feeling delicious inspiration, passionately fucking in the sand.
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If you don’t comprehend it exists ~
then how can you create to it?

Will I have to show you ~
or can we create it together?

Darling can you be dear,
will you turn your cheek
and give me your lips,
will you press my hand

and hold tighter my arm
will you caress me ~

and give me your Love
all as a beautiful woman;

take the beauty within this man?
What an expression of Love

can radiate from your cheeks
and can illuminate your eyes ~

reflecting, celebrating life’s bliss.
Cover me in those tender joys,

how did we make ecstatic love ~
and very soon after, you resist?

Didn’t I try and give all naturally ~
but still, it didn’t make you feel free.

Why don’t you invite me to ~
stroke your long, luxuriant hair,

or kiss your bare shoulders, or be 
with my legs entwined ~ in yours.

We touched and talked
and gazed and thought ~

Where did we take each other
that now we still wonder,

but go there no more
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Six Senses
Entheogenic molecules * intermingling in a prism of vibrations ~
Bag of boiled eggs & bottle of poppers, switches on his Merkaba.
Depends on how much of my Allowance ~ Crusty, crunchy, tasty

Maggots, a new Addiction; “We are the Universal image of Itself.”
Welcoming us ~ “The Gates are all Open, it’s just our realisation”
All in one means all the same, even the evilest one in the World;
needs more loving! “I bow down to kiss Gaia through compassion

and mercy & remember that I Am. An ID Chip in your number plate!
You go into color’s frequencies letting go of a concept of Your*self.

‘Namaste, All in One, In Lak’ech, Inshallah, amen; It’s done’
“Just nanobot processing machines * No more feeling frequency!”

Be in the stillness of the Zero ~ in the Oneness.
‘Chapora girls sucking Big chillums!’

“That’s all you need, a lot more bliss”
She’s dancing ~ it’s her birthday.

*
Soul Connected to Source

She was projecting on me, split; lost her Trust and Respect.
Asked her for Clearance, drinking in the process of her Art.
I read, felt a lot of her favorite vibrational channelings ~

Tuning into the frequency of the higher planes; muah!
Where are you in the whole being ~ MAO Inhibitor?

Changing the World with twelve strand DNA children.
Waking us up over the dawning light ~ I love his voice.

All the Galaxies are now going through that reflection too.
Baking it from the Inside out ~ there is no more going back.
Mother nature is now getting it on with Solar Consciousness.

Opening up the diamond Brain * synchronising my hemispheres.
Spacey petals, molecules swimming across the timeless Milky Way.

Centering through the whole night, rebalancing her crystalline head
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The Gaze
The sadhu of the rocky, north British Columbia.

Slow, quiet ~ wandering, stopping,
sitting, looking, wondering afar.

Sitting pilgrim by Ma Ganga’s
tributary ~ of Canada.
Could this be a Ganges

with no name ~
and you a sadhu, with no ochre

but white, blue, and cowboy boots?
Why clouds to change the light?

Of this wonder quick take a picture
and send the image to my mind to ~

Are my thoughts here as yours
under the Rishikesh sun?

Dreaming and gazing.
Is his water ~ really

any holier than mine?
His stones too?

*
A Lemon Ballerina on Benzodiazepin

Being spiked with the Fear ~ of dying.
“The python in the garden ate the kittens!”

‘Birthday Card’ ~ “It’s a Prison!” Doing time…
A Guide to our deep Space Galaxies that will blow your Mind!

“Don’t rub me the wrong way, I’ve a genie in a jar of cherry jelly”
Subconscious association ~ Summer lovers in a buttercup field.
Too good to miss! ~ Magically, this got dragged into the story.

“I’m only the Angel ~”
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Blue Platinum Harbour
It got mixed up and Controlled; what the Seers brought over ~

Man-made Law is not what every man has ~ Common Sense!
Just fall in, this is Mother Earth, now fall in the fire ~ “I Love It!”
And transmute ~ wanting to lose Yourself in the Houses of Love.

Less density * more Clarity ~ no holding on, leaving this dimension,
puts pieces of wood in the sacred flame, something else comes up.

You don’t put the Conditions ~ not Conditional, no duality, no Mind.
You fall in the One space ~ burning in the violet, white, golden light.
Wants to be in the rainbow, wants to go off in a woman like a Rocket!
Having to be penetrated by millions of sperm ~ One of them makes it!
 Blessed consciousness, pure life, energy feeling its Lovers’ ecstasy ~
Coming from original creation ~ making Unconditional Love is blissed

*
Sacred * Nature

Oil is the blood of Mother Earth ~ more Earthquakes are coming!
No lubrication, jellies’ easing the rubbing Tectonic plates’ friction ~
Harmonic, Pachamama living on the 5th dimension and showing us

how to go with it or lose it ~ Pushing out your energy in any direction.
Lie down and see how much it unfolds, then you see different positions.
Having to allow the Soul Frequency to take us over ~ our * I AM * Space.
Presence still connected to the Cosmic Spiritual Divine ~ Reintegrating

with what’s coming up ~ have to look inside, the more you will discover.
You have it all in yourself ~ existential Earth Sparking, unknown codes.
All time now is ~ changing, waking up, remembering what we‘ve lived.
Out of the BOX ~ no more Brainwashing, we can go as far as we want.
Omni * Versal as we allow*Omnipresence*Omnificent*Omnipotence ~

I’m with you in the ONE
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Vitality * Reality
Neti Neti, not this or this, in the Consciousness Space ~ of who I Am.
Don’t think ~ STOP! “I don’t Know ~ let it be, the Anonymous energy”

Stop all the distractions of the Mind ~ Thinking, thinking, judging.
Take away the Thinking and we’re left with only Conscious Space

which is always there translucently, in listening, in looking ~ being.
All I got was Orbs * be it don’t know it, in all the Mass Conditioning!

*
Her Mystical dark side

Poisonous Scorpions on the sea cliff terrace, living in a coke bottle.
The World is full of beautiful experiences ~ Allowance now to let go.
Ego dissolving whether you want to give it any consciousness or not.

The Flower of Life becomes through your body ~ your healing matrix.
Freely to Express ~ free to do what you want to do in peacefulness.
Nature’s shrine to Hippies living on the beach in perfect harmony ~
All my Chakras singing to every cell in her glowing, soft, pink Lotus

* 
Pure * Code

Going into making Fridge Magnets.
Taking responsibility for your self
“It can’t exist without dualism ~

in Relative Mind bringing Love & painful,
Identifying ourselves with mass suffering”

Don’t have to be thinking ~ takes it all away from espace.
Quarantine this Mad Mind, made of Self, ME ~ creates us!

Illness has to have a cure coming from a natural polar state.
Sages femmes, treating them as Pagan Goddesses ~ surely

not getting rid of the women, just to destroy their knowledge?
This Consciousness process brings on the Peace!
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Opium Cough Mixture
“I had two Math’s teachers that I made cry.” Mass narcissism.

“Amazing, depends which psychoactive drugs you’re on!”
“Really happy, he’s pulling in the energy for us to drive on”
Sublime music, really nice rituals ~ blooming up, centering.

Transmuting Creativity ~ dancing with Phoenix feathers
* 

Emotion ~ in Motion
“Esoterically, empirically manifested ~ a tree from out of a little seed.
By free will, big bunches of bananas; You don’t have to put it in a box.

It is Truth, it’s not me talkin’, it’s comin’ through me, over my feeling ~
Space ~ I know I’m telling the Truth, it’s not my Mind-Control speaking”
Love’s direct energy not the constant word, it’s in-between the words.

And it makes only sense ~ that is in the emotional spell of the aura.
This is it you want to be on the lightest frequency ~
You are multi*dimensional, 3rd, 4th, 5th, onto infinity

All as One transmuting energy
*

Common Senses
‘Thoughts are Ultimately expressed by Love.’ What is the feeling, feeling?
1st Chakra, Practical, the Bankers; 2nd Government, laws; 3rd Religion.

Consciousness from the breaking light * Sun’s rays ~ Love is the Fuel.
 “Nothing more to do than to be” ~ Is feeling heart ~

Only to look at yourself, take time to go inside
because everything is changing in the vortices ~
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Genetic * Kinetic * Tantric * Shamanic
Penetration Dive ~ Infinite Rainbows... trippy Love arising.

Kundalini is the life force you fill up all the Loving light cells.
It’s the biggest Blessing but we make such a fuss ~ egoist,
we do nothing about it. Everyone is dancing the dance, but

“don’t ask me, I’d rather tease you, get you hot then f... off!”
What sort of HAPPINESS do You want ~

WHO WANTS TO BE CONTROLLED?
Have to Live it, Yourself now ~ no excuse.
Bit of an Overload ~ It all falls in as it is.
We have to make this Unconditional step
then take this Tantric, Sacred approach ~

*
Its Originality!

That’s energy ~ coming off the wall through shapes and colours.
It’s just expressions of how you feel ~ Resonance convergence.

Thank God for Polarity trance dancers tuning us into Zero Space!
“In out, in out ~ shake it all about”
It’s the acceptance of the Mystery
that’s the answer ~ to the Mystery

*
Flick It On*You can’t go back

Thought I needed a Structure ~ I did, and it became….
Meanings ~ Expression, petals, what’s Inside is just swirling ~

“Make the unselfish eye an Emerald green and that will be beautiful”
Pachamama walked to the end of the World because she’s worth it!
Sacred Geometric flames * Creation in this dynamic flower of Life.
No colour wheels, no demarcation lines of separation ~ just Space
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HAPPY COSMIC TRAVELS
‘You can’t know who ‘YOU’ are without duality making the Object ~
Embrace nothing ~ Letting go of structure * Is the Universal Mystery.

My Zero energy is not separate from this Space ~ It is this SPACE!
Looking with your Whole ~ being feeling.

There’s nothing really there but Awareness ~
because it’s the wholistic Space of Love’s realisation.
Going into the Unknown ~ is where you really ‘KNOW’

Embrace not Knowing ~ this Amazing, beautiful MYSTERY.
It’s only words, we can’t know what it is*We Are It ~ essence.

How could you possibly KNOW what you are?
*

Being Absent Minded
How rich or poor do you have to be to let go?

The Moon is the Target, the one who’s aiming, pointing at it is You ~
Watching it, she can’t take you to the Moon; You have to go Yourself!
Seeing oneself observing * awareness, Your Intent is Creating Reality ~

We’re in many different places at the same time ~ ask a holist physicist.
What do we ultimately connect to? We’re all Multi * Dimensional entities.

Omnipresent on Jupiter, Omnipotence on Mars, Omnificence in Venus.
Making the right connection; Contact ~ frequency, then You’re in it!

Earth & Sky kissing each other ~ letting go all over.
5D. will be in the way ~ “I’m going for Flying Yoga”

*
Bless the Spirit

This moment put in music ~ Pure Crystals.
Best of all for everyone ~ over the Sunlight.

Transmuting Solar DNA. ~ to do it for yourself.
Through that you give out the Love to everyone.
In Realness ~ Opening up your complete heart.

We are cooking in the violet Sunrays, becoming ~
more and more refined ~ Cosmic Jeweled beauty
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Pieces of the Cake
Now putting the Magic into action and living it.
Looking into her soul ~ not a therapy session.
Unconditional Love ~ get out of your own way.
Just close your eyes ~ you know the black stuff.
“Can you take me with you on holiday Please!”

Be true to Yourself ~ not running behind the same GM. carrot!
‘Since you are the way you are ~ because that’s how you are.’
Everyone lives how they want to live ~ You have to ask them.

Getting in the line ~ Align yourself in Spirit * higher frequency.
Giving yourself the rope ~ Smile, remember You Are FREE.

‘If you kill animals you don’t get into the Unconditional Love’
This is friendship, giving him discernment, making him aware,

going beyond the borderline ~ “Fuck I’ve pissed him off”
We have to change this Idea, ‘It’s You & Me’
We Are One ~ we can’t separate it anymore.
We’re cutting something out for ourselves.

It’s all One ~ all points of ZERO SPACE
*

Pan’s Comet
Up & down the higher Sub*Conscious Principle.
‘The deeper you go the higher you fly, free ~
Opening the Heavenly gates to Mother Earth.
Luminescent, glowing sky blowing their Minds.
Cobalt blues, white, platinum ray ~ frequency.
Different refractions of light ~ Perspectives.
Different qualities, Solar bonbons, energies.
Feeling Appreciation not the last Invasion ~

of My Space ~ YOU Know you’re a guest!
Women wailing in the Heart of the Eclipse.

OK I see that it’s broken ~ ORGASMLESS!
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Full Re*emerging into * Shakti
Her lovely wildflowers withered and died....

Reflections of ~ ‘The Human Condition’
Horrendous or Wondrous ~ Being ~ neither or ~
Continuously changing ~ unchanging, changing.
Refocusing my intention on what I want, good
for me ~ not me fighting against the system!

It is as it is ~ at this moment of infinite Space.
Be detached from making any value judgments,
It doesn’t make more sense ~ Be that FEELING.
It’s more than a fine conception of spirituality

*
Cosmicgasms In Cosmicville

Met a Chillum making tantric, massage Baba for a Masala chai.
Ultimately it is to be transcended into the Divine ~

once they can recognize that it’s just energy.
Enlightening these other states of Orgasm ~
Rising up from your root chakra to the heart
from the ethereal to Love and Compassion
up to the Pineal gland releasing its DMT.

Then you’re back to the Absolute ~
reconnects you with who You are

*
Gnostic Now

From before Shiva ~ before Shakti.
All Supra*realities have gone into ONE
Just Is and being one of many versions.

Just choose which bit you wanna believe.
“Do not believe a word I gotta say ~

Drop the history of thought ~ Allowing
EXPERIENCE ~ to be
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This is the Green Ship!
You lose yourself in the emotion ~ perfecting quartz.
Try and stay in the centre of spinning Mother Earth.

Drop a stone in a pond ~ ripples reaching everywhere;
In us, with us, through us, we carry it around as us ~

‘Happiness is in the allowance of the happening’
It is what it is ~ being very happy

*
Was Quite Hard

Surfing through Star gates of Compassion and Mercy with yourself.
Creating a New Language, a new code, new sub ~ consciousness.

Taking our bio-brains out of the diabolicalbot and setting them free ~
Wanting to convey the feelings ~ our senses of natural harmony.
Physical and metaphysical ~ dualities in tune with the full moon.

‘Are you seeing the inner light shining from your Mind’s eye?’
Are you feeling Abstract Awareness ~ or are you a lost soul atom?
Seven planets in Scorpio, she is deep; I had to learn to let her go ~

“You have the whole life with her, then I knew nothing could be lost,
had to let her go again on that soul frequency ~

*
 Mr. Mystical

I couldn’t help myself; she said, “Come over for a chillum”
Rebirth of the Planet ~ Ascending, all going up together.

In your Soul frequency ~ might have a bit of wobble
Transmuting, trance ~ juicing the Standing Wave.
Your personality is in danger of being gobbled up

if you don’t think You have it ~ Hit by indefinable Sun flares!
Consciousness out of duality ~ inspiring the seed to flower.

Feeding us with all kinds of gifts to make us happy.
“We don’t seem to play Psy * trance in the house.”
Silent snowflakes falling inside kaleidoscopic fields.

On those wavy telepathic wavelengths ~
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Dropping out ~ of Time
Any ideas on how to change this brand of surveillance capitalism?
Realise the thoughts we were attached to, that they were Wrong.
Taking a walk at sunset through a field of wild flowers not Cyber-

Space X FILES, Holographic, Paranoid City; any schizophrenics?
What’s your REAL Name, where were you born, do you believe?

Are you Faithful; manipulated in a Power Game, the Art of War,
do you believe in Buddha, are you married to a Psy*chic lover?
Take the Escape hatch, eject as soon as you can AND DO NOT

LOOK BACK EVER * INTENTION TO LIVE IN * ABUNDANCE*
Same * Same, different to me ~ energy Levels of an inner view.
Karmic seeds are in bloom; with roots and bark, concocting his 
super psyche-active brew, expressing poetically, sublime beauty

*
Where Is Reality?

‘In the depths of sublime poetics ~ of Nietzsche and De Chirico’
‘In mystery and melancholy, shadows crossing a plaza at noon’
Scenes of mannequins with vertigo crashing into surreal clarity.
Don’t need any rational explications or any linear spirit levels.
Cut the fear from your eyes with light sharpened laser blades.

“Don’t look back or you’ll transmute into an Opium Poppy seed”
Open up the perceptions of your barricaded, razor wired minds.
Raze it to the ground and walk away with a smile on your face!
Can’t slap them anymore have to use a tranquiliser gun, Taser!
Where did it come from? Does it really matter, accept it as it is!
‘It’s in your XX Paranormal stars * they’d lock you up in the UK!’
Given as an inspiring gift to suggest, given as a visionary quest.

Flip it over, see from another tangent, multi*dimensional dreams.
Wake up new and marvelous, alive with each fantastic molecule.

Get a different perspective and reframe things; He Loves his drugs,
he loves his Valium, he Loves his hash, Loves his home made LSD.

Opening window panes into Parallel Universes
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DMT Verity
I have to see God as being in everyone else.

You only get it when it’s Not Understandable ~
It’s Not the Word there’s Nothing to remember or know.

FEELING IT ~ What you FELT no words for it * SPACE.
Absolute without any of the Identificationing; Just want to
be empty and see what it is without my Ego-Formulating it.
They THINK what their Mind is tellin’ them ~ what to do?
Bringing awareness to really appreciating health, Love ~

Everything leaves you one way or another ~ even my wife.
Realising it’s all temporary, there’s no*thing there ~ but life!

“If you don’t leave it ~ it leaves you!”
Energy becoming Aware of Itself ~
Consciousness being Infinite Space.

Life is our teacher ~ Dying is natural
Silently tuning within Spiritual essence

* 
Blue Yoni

You jump on a Crystal and tune it in to where you want to go ~
And there You are in Space. An Oversoul secret*peregrination.
The ‘I AM’ Presence, structure in your birth, Akashi recordings.
It’s coming out of You…  bring it in the ‘I AM NOW PRESENCE’

It has Form ~ the Gift of God and myself as a Gift of God to give.
Transformation body relaxing, Theta healing, seeing a white light.
You Consciously are falling in Space and give Yourself Space.

You dissolve your mental-form ~ it’s lying there dreaming the dream
but you’re not there. Witnessing Spirit ~ You’re more than the body!
You are your own Satguru, God ~ Free flow not Controls of your Ego.

You’re listening to What? Me and Everything ~ Everything is Me.
I’m freely Integrated In Love ~ Love Is Space
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Progressive Trance in Shanghai!
Different Vibe ~ different tribe, different reality!
“I’m the one who can smell her wettest seasons”
Wild Pheromones ~ blossoming in full abundance

“It’s the same bed but in two different Universes”
Now look for feeling ~ energy, not the appearance.
All we have to do is be one, with no minds flowing.

No things blocking ~ distracting Consciousness
From the Central Sun ~ it’s not Black Magic!
Looked in every Temple, the Love is within.

*
She’s Astronomical!

Cast in stone, something you Never forget.
Learning to walk, learning to talk, nuances.
Survival Instinct swimming ~ with the fishes,

having a natural child*birth in an azure lagoon.
Human Evolution along ~ Love’s stepping stones.

Learning from our mistakes ~ riding his hologram bicycle to Sirius.
Being in the moment ~ asking the Dakini Oracle a rhetorical question;
64 female Goddesses dancing around me ~ this Zero point * Is it True?

*
The Gandhi Massive!

Coming to the ‘WE’ ~ wei * wei awareness.
Now it comes from Itself ~ we see we knew nothing of Spirit…

Emotional healing ~You are the Creator of It, enjoying the light.
You can only heal yourself, they can show the way ~ let go.
You don’t have to believe it, just have to experience it ~

Everyone has the right to live out what they want, just be.
Did the healer take away your Pain - And all the Suffering?

Can’t go backwards, it’s a hierarchy, he might be Hanuman!
There is no better or worse ~ only frequency, Divine Consciousness.

Bringing lower up to make you higher ~ all about energy in the chain.
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The Land of Milk and Money!
Flower children ~ Love One Another

WOWOWOWONOWOWOWOWOW
To have a good life

it’s up to you ~
it’s not worth BEING HERE
If you’re not going to have
a happy experience of life.
Top Poetry ~ enrapturing.

Escapism, dreams of Paradise.
Out of his temples ~

Grief, Inconsolable escapology.
Constructive Criticism,
fringes of the forest,

back to the Stone age ~
EMOTIONAL DAY & NIGHT

*
Wise light Gold lights Visionary
Green light blue light Azur light
Kerala light Tahitian females ~
Pretty sublime tropical LIGHTS
Romantic Tuscan light Sun light

Bottichelli light * Bottichelli time
light time Time light erotic light
Nepal light blue time Exotic light
Lemon light lime light Peach light

Coral sea light wet vermilion yoni light
Yucatan light Aztec light Inca Time
DELIGHT ~ gorgeous light in you
Creating a painting, a visual poem

Idea of the artist as a person
of Inner Vision.
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Symbolists and the Primitive Idyll ~
Inner response not only exterior world.
Mysterious centres of wise thought ~

In nature not savage materialism.
Love and Understanding

*
Pangea

Existing 180 million years ago ~
full brilliance, connected to the Earth,
to the dawn, to the day, to the dusk,
to the night, to the sky, to the stars,

to the sunlight, to the child, to Oneness.
Returning to forever ~ Life’s natural way
Free will, choice from human experience.

*
 Four Seasons

“A time to be born, a time to die,
a time to plant, plucking ~

to everything there is a season,
and a time to every purpose;

to weep and laugh and a time 
to mourn and to dance ~
under the heavenly sun”

*
*** Oceania Navigator 

Magic Marquesas isles come into sight.
Exotic romances in amorous Noa Noa ~

Enjoying a lyrical, super erotic adventure,
dreamlike, hallucinatory, sense of isolation,

haunting beauties of the Imagination ~
Inspired fascination, work of the feelings

rather than the intellect
*
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Literary Impressionism
transfiguring prisms of love,

seeing islands in a new light ~
lovely liaison with a Tahitian woman,

holding guavas, hibiscus and white gardenias
on the veranda ~ without any western behaviour.

Mystical words, purity of vision ~
Tahitian marriage

to the goddess of Sincerity,
supreme essence of ‘mahoi’.

Luxurious attitudes, languorousness,
sensual pleasure, innocent, unspoilt,
 natural colour, still and peaceful ~

More exotic dreams, luxuriant hair falling 
loosely with natural flowers to their waist,

and the languishing looks of pale roses ~
in dusky twilight, the real charm of that land,

where ‘civilisation’ has not penetrated.
*

Far away to native villages,
on the edge of coral reefs ~
hot, vibrating air, surrounds

those tranquil, dreaming hamlets.
Far away ~ immense Ocean waves.

Delightfulness, lovely positive feelings,
all sorts of Impressions to stimulate

the Senses
*

Sky bright with stars
sailing above Perfumed Islands, fecund, lush 
vegetation, sea breezes and vanilla creepers,

they have a strong contemplative side ~
ALIVE to EVERY ASPECT of NATURE
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Being open to the vagaries of Imagination ~
like children, always honest and well meaning.

Hospitable in the widest sense of the word.
‘Idle’ ~ exotic food, coconuts, bananas, oranges, 

lovely beauty. “In Oceania toil is a thing Unknown”
Years glide over them in perpetual dreaming ~

*
Poumiriraira

A sweet, delicious fragrance of grass.
Warm breeze, Mimosa’s delicateness ~

grasshoppers in the long grass,
a wreath of jasmine on her brow,
bathing places, coolness of nudity.

Notions of right and wrong…
An adorable, exquisite creature ~

Sunset’s golden glow, the scent of raspberries, 
sweet, the air was loaded with tropical perfume.

Having a smile of indifferent benevolence ~
Happy eyes, freshness, incarnation of Magic

*
The Spell, a secret ~ Intangible

White shores, conch shells, trumpets 
a gorgeous, sensitive Love affair ~
Really, both passionately addicted.

Today dreams, music, running water,
 exotic flowers, fine fruit, little children,

a pure voice, alone by the sea.
Come to gather cowries ~
on the reef and pink coral.

Nature’s Precious Gift
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Explorer of Oceania
Lovely place of free and noble natives.

“It ceased to be independent when 
it surrendered its own free will”

South seas importations ~
European epidemics

*
Roots and paths by moonlight.
Sails can bring unhappiness!

Suggesting powers, new relations ~
Pink Periwinkle huts made of Lemon tree.

Unknown to naturalists and observers.
*

Living over a reef ~
a rare and poetical feeling.

Embracing, rubbing noses, wild sounds, 
singing leaves in the absolute, dark night.
The South Pacific Idyll ~ love, assignation
walking on paths soaked by tropical rain; 
different to western logic, natural sense.

Shown her Kindness in her childhood,
left her to grow naturally, open, freely.
Acacias, oleanders; suggestiveness of 

an overgrown veranda, rampant fertility.
Charming, pure morning air of Tahiti.
Warm blue waters ~ Sun lit existence

Joyeuse
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Mosses and ferns
True forest paths in a virgin land.
Scenes of purest enchantments ~

Most lavish, vegetation, rose bushes,
an astonishing profusion of blooms ~

A fairy garden, deeper into the wilderness.
Heart of the island

gathering wild bananas, cut some precious wood,
delicacies and tender hues. Lovely and Magical,

panoramic, volcanic ruins, waves, crashing surf ~
sublimely beautiful, we sat in ecstasy without a word

*
Sun shedding golden rays ~

tall peaks, orange flames, dazzling
splendor, night silence, atmospheric,

absolutely still, radiant, twinkling stars in the sky. 
Observing Cosmic depths, Mystery * Consciously.

Destiny encamped under lemon trees.
In bloom, new ideas on the Universe

*
Barefoot suggests ~

laughing, sparkling eyes, floating hair.
Windows open onto the orchid garden.
Melanesian air full of orange blossom.

Under the exotic trees
In morning light, abode of a perfect poem.

Seated in the dawn on the coral shore
I kissed my Tahitian wife
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Revareva ~ to float  
White gardenias and poetry of the forest.

Light baggage ~ no need of weapons, 
provisions or money. Travelling hospitality…

 amazingly original, vivid, simple and primitive,
as a scene from a primeval world.

A NEW, DELIGHTFUL LIGHT ~ ECSTASY
their joy ~ sincere wildness, dancing journey,

 peaceful, happiness, again more natural ~
Unique and spectacular waterfalls 

With all her innate Innocence ~ Intoxicated senses,
dancing wildly, wore a garland of rare flowers.

Alive to all sorts of new sensations ~
Brown bosoms, beautiful, heavy, long hair.

All Loved her Legends ~ caressing, 
expressions of infinite tenderness.

*
Little hut 

Season when the Earth is carpeted with pink flowers.
I weep as I remember the lost charm ~

of these first years, which no power can restore.
The beginning of the end ~

All my emotion and dreams of the past time.
Powerful feelings, whom one Loves.

Melancholy ~ a sense of looking back.
Delicious memories, sharing joys in common.

Sweet, lovely land in Oceania, wonderful creatures
those Tahitian women with a beauty of their own.

Fine fruit, fresh waters and gorgeous flowers.
The Sun went out in the sky.

***
Arrangement Inspired by, ‘The Marriage of Loti’, Pierre Loti
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Heritage
Left us fields ~

with razor wire fences!
My friends

enjoy the sunshine ~
in a lush valley, green with

exotic lotus flowers, singing birds,
magical waterfalls, gorgeous plants.

Clear blue skies full of lovely butterflies.
Left us fields ~

with Nuclear power sites!
My friends and children

enjoy the waves ~
lapping on pebbled beaches.

Peacefulness, a giant canyon’s vista,
warm turquoise waters, tranquil oasis.

They left us fields ~
full of carcasses of poisoned industry.

My friends and family
enjoy a quiet place ~

full of stars twinkling so bright,
good music and experiences.

Cool, tuned in Cosmic travelers sailing in 
to celebrate the jewels of Earth’s beauty.

“How did you buy and sell the sky?”
*

Bubbles of Love
Two free spirits playing around.

Balance light heartedness ~
Enjoyment of Life, Land of delights.

Tahiti’s evening star
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RAPTUR  E  
!!!!!!Enjoy the Feeling!!!!!!

Head Banging?
The least pain ~

Rising and Shining
Through a tunnel of Love!
Perfect You ~ Perfect Me

*
Macumbas

free flow free flow free flow free
flow free flow free flow free flow

free flow be ratioan!;al
we’re all feeling, human beings ~ 
we’re all creatures of the Universe

*
Inti Huatana 

Machu Picchu ~ Intergalactic Magic.
Why do it? Being, watched all the time!

Development of technology, Virtual Reality!
Wraparound, hypnotized, surveillance apathy.

AI. Smart floors, Smart ceilings reaching to the Clouds!
Hold Organisations, insane Conglomerations accountable.
Place them Under Surveillance, those wielding the Power!
Rebalancing of hierarchical Control ~Tuning into nature

*
500,000,000 webcams monitoring US.

‘WELCOME BRAVE NEW WORLD!’
Crazy things are becoming acceptable.

Living in environments of digital houses!
Unnatural, genetic surveillance generation!
Risk of meta-data bases, harder to Control.
Society accepts it, believes it, demands it,

so, where does that put ME?
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What do they know ~
And what is in it for them

And their Motivation in Life/Nature
and those Wielding Power over YOU?
Interactive, response get to Dhamma
Consciousness not Egotist, narcissist.

Through Vipassana Insight meditation,
UNDERSTANDING * CONCENTRATION

‘The levels of Sensations on your Mind/Body.
They’re continuously changing (Anicca). 

Realise simultaneously, Ego does not Exist.
It’s All hallucinatory, Illusion but ‘Real Illusion’

Need to learn how to be AWARE, to be FREE
of this Ignorance, FREE of Suffering (dukkha).

Impersonally, Free of selfish Mind/Ego (Anatta)
*

Now Need to DISENGAGE the EGO/SELF ~
Learning to see clearly Your Conscious Mind

and cross to the other side of the Psyche river. 
*

Autumn's Eve
The sublime Magic of Lovers ~

You are Everything I ever Loved. 
Ultra-deep happiness spreading Stars.

Growing out of the Temple ~ honouring.
*

On a very old piece of Earth ~
Back here after So much time

after so much Love
after so much pain.
Loving and Loved
back here, a poet
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To Perceive
‘BEING’ FREED from YOUR OWN MIND-SELF.
DISENGAGED EGO, its OWN SELF’s delusions.

Swim to the other shore ~ more ENLIGHTENED
through some proven scientific/psychic practicing.

Seeing your True Spirit ~
How to Identify this Essence

amidst a Matrix-maze of Finite ILLUSIONS,
THAT WE HAVE CREATED AS REALITY?

It is described in the teachings of people who
have been to the other shore of Perception ~
through concentrating ~ to Look Deep Inside

the Mind
TO DETACH

this Sense of the ‘Ego-virus’.
Learning to Separate from it

and leave it behind ~
Can Live Perfectly Without It
Needs a particular Insight ~
like ‘Vipassana Meditation’

to Achieve this De-Connection
of ONE’s PERSONAL SELF

Without going Crazy in Id-Ego-centred Worlds
as It can Really seem that You Are, in fact mad,
annihilating Your sense of Life/Mind/Self-itself!

An Act of Paranoia, Bi-Polar, pathological self-denial,
in relation to your society, culture, values, expectations, 
family, desires, loves, fears, relationships, Programs etc;
which one normally needs, to have a Sense of Living Life.
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This Promised Insight can be ~ Truly Real.
It takes Incredible Determination ~
to Achieve, being here right now.

It sometimes can demand
trying to Understand

the True Meaning, lesson
of a personal tragedy/loss.

BE STRONG - Good Luck.
Disengage that painful Ego ~

swim the stream to the other shore.
Getting Anicca, Dukkha, Anatta

 to All line up together in a Vortex ~ 
for Peace and Liberation of the Mind

for some Universal Love and Harmony.
Altruism, Compassion, Loving Kindness,
Joy for others, Equanimity ~ Naturally

*
Shakti Boa

 Opening some door ~
 All things led by the spirit

  are for the good, conscious. 
 And those led by the flesh are ~ 
  There’s a Powerfull light shining
  with all that darkness around!

  Pure heart
 the dimensions ~ of the Cosmic Rainbow 

  Rich ~ enrich ~ rich ~ enrich ~ enrichment. 
Not a prison cell but inside Prisms of Love.

Enter the Spiritual dimension as a little child.
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Nomics Ecomics
ECON-EGO-ECOL-ERGO
Environmental artist ~

Influence on our health,
influence on our death.

The Cosmic Model
Sightseers, too smart to need
a Guru ~ Reflecting Reality

I Divine 
Desire, the giving and receiving of pleasure.

Instinctive feeling for the harmony ~
A sacred mango tree, new discovery 
of the heart, my dreams are at work.

The Kiss, the Lovers, the Poetic,
the Unity of the Infinite Universe ~
Une bouquet des fleurs ~ just Love.

*
Pure Spirit, Pure Light, Pure Love 

 Spirit is Spirit * flesh is flesh
  And missionaries of the Church…

  who never go to the local market but,
  get their’s specially delivered from back home ~ 
 Unbelievable, “God, why did you bring me here?”

“OK, come out of it.” “Why?”
 “So you would know ~ You have to do it, to prove it”
 They don’t talk about it because it’s Spiritual belief ~

‘God’ is a buffer for humans, freestyle, creation within.
“Blessed Are the Peacemakers” 

Divine*Spirit will be done.
The true gift of true love.
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hormone
Mind blown ~ wants more and has more.

Unaware of the spirit in your palm; the bottom is deep!
I didn’t know I could go that deep ~

Unwholesomeness is no balm
The Power of the heart to heal
the Power to heal the heart ~

from a world of deepest attachments and loss.
Has absolutely no sense of how your demands

could trigger, making your Lover go out of his Mind!
A broken heart, led to find, my spirit’s consciousness.
Giving the realization of the inherent, mental-limits ~

of the pervasive mind-sets through this experience
on the Id-ego-Mind-matrix; seeing IT for what it is;
as described in teachings of the Buddha dhamma. 
Accept, not wrong, some Ignorance in my Loving ~

 surviving it as a ‘recipient’ (not unconscious victim) 
of disaster, obsessions of the feelings of my heart ~

 This self-deception, then its self-realization, growing
  fruitful energy, lovely petals in the Buddha field again.

*
The Deep Trenches!

Sacificed, to die for Your King.
  Always a pleasure, Master ~

I don’t want to go back to blighty!
*

Bliss 
 the thing that kills the trip ~

 Judging ~
 Perfect Love
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Cull
The way out is ~

TO DIVE RIGHT IN. 
UNDERSTANDING

(movin’ minds as big as mountains!)
QUALITY OF MY TRUE VIBES ~

BEING HAPPY, SUBCONSCIOUSLY.
Only when I’m doing something I like,
in the present, healing, sharing metta.

*
Outside the Zoo ~ Spirit Map

Out My Mind, flow in primal Space
Clarity sparkling behind the Temples.

 Focusing the true sensations of your being
 by connecting lives with deeper Life force ~

Awareness seeds, reflections beyond any Matrix. 
*

 Living it 
 Continuously have to tell the dictator, Id\Mind/Ego
 that the truly, creative life*force is the essential

 from an open heart ~ revolution, revelation,
the divine joy, feelings, natural harmony

*
 Looking from 

the bank of a river ~ 
keep it clear and simple  

flowing pure consciousness. 
 Not to confuse, distract, provoke 

the observer of the limited thinking
  mind-forms; do you really, still believe
 that miracles couldn’t naturally happen?
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A Great Way of Looking at Dhamma
That is something that would be successful.
You might not make any money at it though.

Just being a being, no half measures.
IN the TRAP or OUT of the TRAP ~

Satori
*

Reduction to   
And what about ~

  breath and meditation
 and light and DNA.

  and Cosmic Consciousness
  and hologramic body and energy

and fractal recognition of feelings ~
  causes, reaction and what about Love

  as well as mental-states of un-conscious.
Sub*conscious; what about karma, dhamma, 

and lovely, passion flowers on a summer day ~
*

Summertime  
By You 
 Giving 

 Loving energy from the open heart
  for deep healing, compassionately.

  A deeply broken spirit ~
 Being as balanced as you could be, detachment,

whatever the feelings, tragedies, Ignorance, grief,
 madness of unacceptable Loss and Insane pain! 

 The Oneness of Life ~ will hold your hands 
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ABOUT SUNNY JETSUN

Inspired by the sixties Sunny started traveling the world in 1970.
His spiritual journey on the hippie trail to India took him through ~
San Francisco, Los Angeles, London, Amsterdam, Paris, Vancouver,

Sidney and Kathmandu to Varanasi. His arrival on the sub-continent ~
was the beginning of writing autobiographical verses capturing his travel
experiences, encounters with remarkable people and his quest for self-

realization. Combining experimentation with drugs, sex, rock & roll, art,
meditation, Love and life in general. Sunny started to open up to a multi-
dimensional Universe. He lived the mantra, "Turn on, tune in, drop out"
realising Mind’s-illusions, inspired by deeper feelings of holistic nature,

empathy * energy & Space.

Over four decades Sunny has written and published 28 books of poetry,
 created over one hundred paintings, traveled the World and considers
his masterpiece to be his daughter. He has spent the past fifteen years
in Goa ~ India inspired by the freedom to experience and idealism of

human consciousness.

Sunny Jetsun books and art are available on the web at:
Smashwords: www.smashwords.com/profile/view/sunnyjetsun
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